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https://passmypropfirms.xyz/

FAQs

Q: Are You Able To Pass Any Prop Firm Challenge?

A: Yes! Our Strategy can be implemented on any prop firm challenge of your
choice and also regardless of the challenge size, we are able to pass both
phase 1 and phase 2 in a matter of a few weeks.

Q: Which Prop Firm Do You Suggest?

A: You can choose any firm, just make sure they are legitimate and trustworthy.
Also make sure they provide free repeat or unlimited time periods. Our most
popular companies include FTMO, Nova Funding, The Funded Trader and E8.

Q: How Many Accounts Can You Pass?

A: We don’t put any limits per client. But there is a limit to maximum capital
allocation by each prop firm to individual users. So, please get in touch with us
before buying multiple prop firm challenges.

https://passmypropfirms.xyz/
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Q: How Long Does It Take To Pass The Challenge?

A: Our average passing time is 20 trading days for both phases. But usually it
takes a few days to pass. We have a Quick Passing Service as well.

Q: What Payment Methods Do You Accept?

A: We accept Credit/Debit Cards, Crypto, Wise, Western Union, Xoom, Perfect
Money and Bank Transfer. Check all the payment options on our pricing table.

Q: Can I Place Trade On My Account?

A: Upon handing your account to us for the passing of the challenge, all trading
by the client is strictly prohibited as this will result in an immediate violation of
our rules and agreement and refund is definitely not applicable.

Q: When Should I Pay The Service Fees?

A: The service fee is upfront as it covers operational costs for the trading
activities. Our trade executions are in the Real Market. We put our time and
souls into these trade executions.

Q: Do You Also Manage Accounts When Funded?

A: Yes. After passing your challenge and verification phase, we offer account
management and we receive 30% of the profit split on each payout.

Q: What Happens If You Fail The Challenge?

A: Unfortunately nothing is 100% guaranteed on forex trading as you know. If
we don’t pass your challenge due to unprofitability then free retake. If fail then
free retry/fees refund.

Q: Do you provide VPS support?
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A: Yes, we use VPS for each account to avoid IP flagging issues. We use a
dedicated IP address for each account/client.

Q: Do you open the same trades on each account?

A: No, We never do the same trades on all clients accounts to avoid identical
copy trading.

Q: What are the available account sizes that you offer to pass?

A: We are accepting accounts from 10K to 1M

Q: Do you charge any monthly fees?

A: No, There is no monthly fees. Our passing fees are one time. Management
fees will be charged based on clients payouts.

Q: Can I Login My Account?

A: No, because most of the firm's flag accounts for multiple IP logins. So you
are not allowed to login to an MT4/5 account to avoid multiple IP addresses.


